
How to Submit an Article to NIH for Open Access (a PMCID number will be created)

• All P42-related published articles need to be submitted for open access through the NIH portal.
• Please be sure to cite the MIT SRP P42 grant in the acknowledgements section as follows: "This 
work was supported by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences Superfund Basic 
Research Program, National Institute of Health, P42 ES027707."

Most life science journals automatically submit your paper for open access, creating a PMCID. 
Please check the list of journals to see if you journal has an automated service 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/). If not on the list, you would then need to upload 
the paper yourself. The submitted paper will then be given a PMCID number. 

For non-life-science papers, papers are not generally submitted by the journal so you will need to 
submit your paper for Open Access.

(To note: the instructions here seem long, but it is actually quite straight forward. The hardest part 
is collecting the pieces of the manuscript in the right format. Once you have everything in hand, it 
is quick to generate the final PDF, which needs approval prior to final submission.)



Importantly, your paper will need to be submitted via the eRA
Commons Account of the Corresponding Author. 

Options are:

a) The PI submits the paper for open access using their eRA
Commons Account Information

b) The first author works with the assistant of the PI, who has access 
to the PI’s eRA Commons account

c) The first author attains the login information for the PI and submits 
the paper using the PI’s portal.



To submit the paper, follow these steps:

a) Before starting, you will need to get a copy of the paper in the format of the final
submitted manuscript.

When submitting your paper for open access, you are required to submit the final files that were 
submitted to the journal (you cannot submit the final PDF that was generated by the journal).

If you are the first author and you learn that your journal does not provide open access through NIH, 
the best approach is to submit the paper as soon as your paper is accepted for publication. This is the 
easiest time to do the submission since you will have all the necessary files on hand.

Note that there are sometimes final adjustments to the proofs. You will need to ensure that those final 
proof changes are incorporated into the final document for submission so that the version that is 
provided to the NIH is identical in content to that which was published by your journal.

If you are not the first author and are working on this process, the best approach is to contact the first 
author. Generally, the first author has all the required documents. 



You will need the following files before starting the 
submission process. It is critical that these be the 
exact final-submission versions of all the pieces:

The final submitted main text (word doc)
Figures in separate files (PDF files)
Final tables (PDF files)
Final supplemental information (word doc)
Supplemental figures in separate files (PDF)
Any additional materials submitted to the journal



b) Once you have everything on-hand, go to “NIHMS” at http://www.nihms.nih.gov/db/sub.cgi

You can use the eRA Commons button to get into the system using the PI’s login information.

c) Follow the instructions below, which were provided by the NIH.

After you have submitted your manuscript, the NIH will 
review the materials and then send the PI an email asking 
for final approval of the assembled submission.

Note that the process can be slow, since you may need to 
wait for the email requesting final approval.

http://www.nihms.nih.gov/db/sub.cgi























